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Convinced that the U.S. has lost faith in the strategic value of the Middle East, prime ministers and kings alike are scrambling to find their strategic footing in the region. Amidst the confusion and ...
A Better Way in the Middle East
The climate, pandemic and tensions between states means the year ahead is likely to be as tumultuous as the last 12 months ...
The world in 2022: another year of living dangerously
Israel ‘apartheid wall’ on display at Columbia University during Apartheid Week in 2017. Photo: Facebook. Academics are expected to ...
Academia’s Disturbing Distortion of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
President Biden’s meeting with Xi Jinping on November 15 shifted media attention from COP26 back to great-power politics, but a more subtle, yet ...
America’s Enemies Fill the Vacuum She Leaves Abroad
Across a large swathe of West Asia, the year 2021 for the entertainment industry has marked a time of monumental change, as well as fierce resistance. Saudi Arabia in December held its first major ...
Across Arab Film and TV World, 2021 Marks a Year of Change and Resistance
and showcases the enriching impact of Arab literature on its American counterpart. It will also shed light on the distinct phases of the diaspora from the early 19th century until around 1965 ...
Qatar - QNL to host 'Arab Immigrants in the US' exhibition
In a year in which we expected the news to get better, the stories followed most closely by the Jewish community in 2021 were for the most part sequels to the difficult and dire stories of 2020: COVID ...
The top 10 Jewish news stories of 2021
The return of Syria to the Arab League is not granted, as the regime delays the steps expected from it internally and externally.
The Algeria Arab League Summit and Conditions for Participation of Syria
Another difficult year of COVID is coming to a close, leaving most everyone exhausted by the twists and turns of this pandemic. But there are plenty of other things that not only warrant attention but ...
Plenty of Reasons to be Cheerful At the End of 2021
In 1983, Wilson Goode, then candidate for mayor, attended an Arab American fundraising event ... money from Arabs” and accused him of “being soft on Israel.” Instead of standing up to ...
A Great Day for Arab Americans & Palestine
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“Nobody would ever look at me or talk to me and say, ‘You’re white,’” said the 30-year-old Arab ... America going forward. This is especially important considering that racial blending ...
Who The Census Misses
The role of women in Arab societies has long ... Born in the early 13th century in what is now Turkey, al-Dur is known for being a rare example of a woman reaching the pinnacle of power in ...
Seven female icons who helped define the Arab world
Since no single country can call out America's shortcomings the way it usually does to all and sundry, it is a high time the international community, through the United Nations Security Council, asked ...
To the U.S., collateral damage is part of war games
an online journal published by the American University in Cairo's Center for Electronic Journalism. Arab political blogging is changing and becoming more politically relevant. Arab blogs remain a ...
Blogging the New Arab Public: Arab Blogs' Political Influence Will Grow
In his paper “Playing Hoops in Palestine: The Early Development ... let alone become a superstar.” These ideas are echoed by Abboud, who believes strongly that many Arab girls just need ...
Shahd Abboud, the first Arab-Israeli hoops captain
From launching the first Arab mission to the Moon to glimpsing the early universe using the world’s most powerful telescope — 2022 is set to be a busy year for space exploration. The Moon will ...
To the Moon and beyond: busy 2022 on horizon in space race
Even as the world struggles to come to terms with the Covid-19 pandemic, terrorist groups such as Hezbollah continue to target the security and stability of the entire Middle East region as well as ...
Hezbollah drug trade: The dark web of drugs risks undoing economic, social progress amidst COVID
Early Friday ... against crime in Arab communities in August as it announced a wave of arrests. That was a central demand of a small party that made history this year by being the first Arab ...
Clashes rock Arab town in Israel, alleged car-rammer killed
with the Feb. 3-12 tournament in the United Arab Emirates requiring Chelsea to postpone two Premier League games. The schedule was announced hours before the tournament draw was being made in
Zurich.
Club World Cup set for early February in United Arab Emirates
Doom and gloom may seem the order of the day as we close up 2021, but this year bought plenty of things to celebrate and be proud of. Join us in a feel-good look at the last 12 months.
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